
1   Watch the VDO and fill in the blanks.     Pre A1 Unit 5.1 & 5.2

Part1 
Kim:  Okay. Let’s picnic here. 

Kim:  Look. I’ve got a _________ and a _________. 

  I’ve got apples in my lunchbox too. What have you got?

Jason: Wow. Your apples look good. They are big and red. 

  What have I got? I’ve got a ______ and chocolate bars. 

  I have got a banana too. But I haven’t got an apple. 

Kim:  Oh. Chocolate bars! My favourite! 

5         The Picnic

Part 2
Jason: Have you got _________ bars too? 

Kim:  No, I haven’t. 

Jason: Here. I’ve got lots of them.

Kim:  Thank you. Umm. _________! 

Jason: Can I have your apple too, Kim? 

Kim:  Yes. Here you are.

Jason:  Thank you. _________! This apple is bad, Kim! 

Kim:  Oh, really? I’m sorry, Jason. Take my apple, then.   

Jason: Pass me a napkin, please!



1.  คมิมอีาหารอะไรบา้งในกลอ่งขา้ว

     a. A banana, a sandwich, and apples
     b.  A yoghurt and chocolate bars
     c.  A banana, apples, chocolate bars 

2.  คมิกบัเจสนัมอีาหารอะไรทีเ่หมอืนกนั 

     a.  A banana 
     b.  An apple
     c.  A sandwich   

3.  คมิชอบชอ็กโกแลตหรอืไม่

     a.  Yes, she does.
     b.  No, she doesn’t.

4.  คมิมชีอ็กโกแลตหรอืไม่

     a.  No, she hasn’t.
     b.  Yes, she has.

5.  แอปเป้ิลทีเ่จสนัไดจ้ากคมิเป็นอยา่งไร

     a. The apple is bad.
     b.  The apple is good.
     c.  The apple is yummy.

6.  หลงัจากเจสนัชมิแอปเป้ิลแลว้พบวา่มนัเสยี คมิท�าอยา่งไร 

     a. Take the apple back. 
     b. Give him her apple 
     c. Put the apple away

2   Watch the VDO and answer.     Pre A1 Unit 5.1 & 5.2



1.  What hasn’t Amy got in her lunchbox?
     a. A carrot
     b. Biscuits  
     c. Juice 

2.  What does Amy like?
     a. Cakes and milk 
     b. Biscuits and milk 
     c. Apples and juice

3.  Chocolate bars have got lots of 
     _______. 
     a. Juice  
     b. Sugar 
     c. Biscuits 

4.  Sugar is ______ for teeth?
     a. bad
     b. good
     c. yummy  

4   Watch the VDO and answer.       Pre A1 Unit 5.3

3   Watch the VDO and fill in the blanks.        Pre A1 Unit 5.3

Amy    
Let’s picnic! I’ve got lots of food in 
my lunchbox. I’ve got a sandwich, a 
______, biscuits and ______. I like 
biscuits and milk! I like chocolate bars 
too. But they have got lots of sugar. It’s 
bad for my ______. 

5.  What is Tony’s lunchbox like?
     a. It’s pink and big.
     b. It’s blue and small.
     c. It’s green and square.

6.  What has Tony got in his lunchbox?  
     a. Chocolate bars
     b. Cake and juice 
     c. Milk and biscuits 

7.  Tony thinks cakes are __________. 
     a. Yummy 
     b. Bad for teeth 
     c. Good for health

Tony 
This is my lunchbox. It’s ______ and 
______. Now, let’s look what I have 
got inside. I’ve got apples, biscuits, a cake, 
and juice. I like to eat cakes. They’re 
______.  



1.  I ______ ______ an apple.   

2.  I ______ ______ an orange.   

3.  You ______ ______ a cake.  

4.  You ______ ______ biscuits.   

5.  We ______ ______ biscuits.   

6.  We ______ ______ sandwiches.  

7.  They ______ ______ cereal bars.   

8.  They ______ ______ chocolate bars.

9.  Sam and Megan ______ ______ milk.  

10. They ______ ______ juice.  

5   Complete these sentences using have got / has got .        Pre A1 Unit 5.4

1.  Have you got a lunchbox? 

     ______, ______ ______.

 

2.  Have you got carrots? 

     ______, ______ _____.   

 

3.  Have we got milk? 

     ______, ______ ______. 

6   Write the correct answer.         Pre A1 Unit 5.4

4.  Have I got a banana? 

     ______, ______ ______.  

 

5.  Have Sam and Megan got cereal bars?

     ______, _______ ______.      

 



7   Choose the correct answer.
1.  Wow! Your apples are big and red. 
     They look _______.
     a. Good
     b. Bad
     c. Okay

2.  Wow! Your lunchbox ______ great!
     a. look
     b. looks
     c. is look

3.  We _________ lots of apples. 
     Do you want one?  
     a. got 
     b. ’ve got
     c. haven’t got

4.  I ____________ yogurt. I don’t like it. 
     a. ’s got 
     b. ’ve got 
     c. haven’t got

5.  Jason and Kim have got bananas. 
     We _______ bananas too. 
     a. ’s got 
     b. have got
     c. haven’t got

6.  They haven’t got sandwiches. 
     They ________ only biscuits.
     a. ’s got 
     b. ’ve got
     c. haven’t got

7.  A: _________ got an apple?
     B: Yes, they have.
     a. Have they
     b. Do they 
     c. Are they 

8.  A: Have you got chocolate bars? 
     B: ____________.  
     a. Yes, I do. 
     b. No, I don’t. 
     c. No, I haven’t 

9.  A: Have we got sandwiches?
     B: ___________.   
     a. Yes, we do. 
     b. Yes, we have. 
     c. No, we aren’t 

10. A: Have you got some fruits?
     B: No, ________.
     a. I don’t
     b. I haven’t
     c. I have

11. The food is yummy = ____________.
     a. The food is really good
     b. The food is really bad.
     c. The food is healthy. 

12. A: Can I have your apple too, Kim? 
     B: Yes. ________________.
     a. Here you are.
     b. Thank you. 
     c. You’re welcome. 



8   Vocabulary.      Pre A1 Unit 5.5

             PICNIC               SANDWICH          CARROT

             APPLE              BANANA             ORANGE

           BISCUIT                 CAKE        CHOCOLATE BAR 

                CEREAL BAR                 YOGHURT



         MILK                       JUICE               FIZZY DRINK

     LUNCHBOX                LUNCH                   SUGAR

       SPOON                     GOOD                BAD

                       YUMMY!                            YUK!


